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Remote sensing and the use of satellite data for environmental applications are important issues
for the various players involved in the space sector, both nationally and internationally. In this
chapter, we look at the contribution of this orbital perspective to critical processes, examining the
pragmatic way satellite tools are used by those who are dealing with interacting milieux on the
ground. Although satellite maps are now widely used1, precision data and imagery are rarely
considered by most of the players in question. But the issue should perhaps be approached from
the opposite perspective, starting in other words from the processes underlying cognitive
grasping in the field. When it is associated with the problematization of sources of risk or
conflict, and geared to collective problem-solving, cognitive grasping develops through a variety
of objectivising techniques, among which satellite data are still marginal. In some cases, the role
of data is literally kept “invisible”, with perspectives from space, such as perspective in the
everyday perception of objects, treated as the projection of an elementary geometric structure –
in this case a projection of “the Earth seen from above”. But any observer watching “from
above” could in turn be the object of observations, which necessarily induces a form of
reflexivity, that of observers observing themselves within their milieu. In theory, this “view from
above”, which epitomises the privileges of sovereignty in Hobbes’ political philosophy, is now
accessible to anyone thanks to the production of images, maps and data that are assumed to
bring about a radical change in relationships between the local and the global, two opposites that
many authors have tried to overcome by introducing the interplay between scales, networks,
spheres or areas of friction2. The “view from space”, if it is to be meaningful, needs to be
(re)incarnated as a view that is at once involved in the context and interpreted within it. This is
the necessary condition for it to contribute, as a computational fact-producing operator, to the
development of a cognitive grasp of the world. This chapter draws on field surveys conducted in
French coastal zones as a starting point for developing the discussion on how to link satellite
metrology to the many different ways of experiencing objectivity.
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The shifting focus of the satellite world
When satellite images erupt into the public sphere, they are usually related to major crises that
reveal flaws in protection systems (Lothar and Martin, Katrina, Xynthia3, Haiti, Fukushima,
Sandy4, Haiyan, etc.). For the players involved, these are opportunities for critical assessments
whose implications carry all the more weight when accountability to the public is at stake, in
cases of mounting media frenzy or when crisis victims are highly mobilised. These situations of
collective tension reveal the flaws and the learning ability of socio-technical networks.
Nevertheless, it is well known that the resilience of a given area is an issue whose implications
reach well beyond the crisis situation or the extreme event itself, just as the risk is not a function
of the disaster alone. While this is not the place for an analysis of the many doctrines associated
with the “resilience” tenet, it should be emphasised that its systemic aspect, while attributed in a
positive sense to a given milieu, implies processes covering a much longer time span than those
required by crisis management and which involve different conditions for understanding them.
In June 2013, the geophysicist Anny Cazenave, a member of the French Académie des Sciences,
gave a description in the press of what she believes are little known areas of satellite activity:
In just a few decades, the scope of satellite activities has increased in our modern societies to
an extent that citizens are not always fully aware of. Earth observations from dedicated satellites,
for example, are used to track the global changes affecting our planet as a result of natural
phenomena and human pressures, and can also help to anticipate some of their impacts on
human societies. But the thousands of satellites orbiting above us also play an important role in
our everyday lives. Every day, television shows us images of the Earth’s atmosphere taken by
meteorological satellites: these images, along with many other measurements made from space
or on the ground, provide the input data for the models that meteorologists use to make
weather forecasts.5

In Anny Cazenave’s view, Earth Observation together with the many satellite applications for
television and telecommunications make up the true infrastructure of our globalised world,
relaying ground-based networks wherever the need arises. One example she gives is aid for
isolated populations, as reflected in the development of telemedicine. Illustrating her argument
with numerous programmes and partnerships, such as Astrium’s Farmstar programme using
SPOT, Geoglam (GEO Global Agricultural Monitoring) or the forthcoming SWOT programme
(Surface Waters and Ocean Topography), she shows the considerable advances made in
acquisition and resolution techniques. Satellites are now used for the continuous production of
increasingly accurate data and maps needed to monitor all kinds of phenomena and processes,
from deforestation, changes in agricultural land-use or ocean surveillance - including surface
temperature and salinity, currents and waves - through to real-time disaster management6. Even
biological activity can now be monitored, using remote sensing tools such as the instruments
carried by Topex/Poseidon and Jason-1 and 2. Anny Cazenave reminds her readers that many
applications are grouped together at the European level under Copernicus, the new name for the
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GMES programme (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security)7. On this subject, CryoSat,
launched by the European Space Agency, recently hit the headlines with imagery that tangibly
portrays the loss of western Antarctic ice8. But the main point she is making is that “everincreasing numbers of users” can now access these data, including “the French navy, sailors,
fishermen and even amateur yachtsmen”.
The systems developed by the scientific, national and international communities show that the
argument that “many people have adopted it”, involves much more than them simply buying in
to promising technology. Satellite tools have clearly evolved over the last decade and have
become an integral part of multiple interpretative loops that involve more and more players. But
what still needs to be identified are the sequences of translation or re-appropriation of the
technology and data and the points at which tensions may arise. The very fact that tools and data
are used by a range of different players is usually enough to trigger disputes and controversies
that alter their significance and their scope of application9. One of the first tasks of sociologists,
then, is to investigate how different actors use satellite data in practice.
Interviewers: Remote sensing has quite a long history […] and with the higher resolution we are getting
with Pleiades, for example […], do you think the greater accuracy will open up new possibilities?
Sepanso: A lot of pollutants can’t be detected by satellite […] Monitoring is possible: obviously it’s
expensive, but it’s possible with satellite imagery, which is better now than aerial photography. Because, OK,
they launch a satellite, they share the costs, and it works out cheaper in the end than taking aerial
photographs. Now, applying satellite data, that’s still … it can be done for air pollution, but it’s not widely
used yet […] development hasn’t gone far enough, but when there’s severe pollution it can be seen quite
clearly, in the ozone volumes. There are data on water, you can see turbidity clearly, that’s one application,
and you can see micro-algae concentrations as well. Coastal erosion is being measured more and more with
satellite imagery, especially by the Aquitaine coastal observatory run by the BRGM and the coastline Public
Interest Group (GIP Littoral), they’re mainly using satellite imagery now. And then satellite imagery is being
used for all aspects of urbanisation: infrastructure, green areas, green and blue belts can all be monitored
using satellite images. That’s the main field, rather than pollution as such, or else it’s indirect: the more
turbid the water, the more likely it is to have pollutants in it.
Interviewers: There’s also crisis management, or managing extreme situations, like drought or wildfires …
Sepanso: That was the case with Xynthia. INRA works a good deal on that, on agriculture, …
(Interview, Sepanso, Bordeaux, June 2013)

The members of Sepanso, a regional federation of nature protection groups in Aquitaine
affiliated to France Nature Environnement (FNE), have long-standing links with academic research
and are particularly keen on maps, data and models; satellites, to them, are therefore almost a
logical extension from which they expect ways of confirming or objectivising different kinds of
more or less well-documented environmental disturbances. However, they are not so enthusiastic
about the idea of a feedback effect of user practice on the design of models and measuring
systems. To be more specific, while data sharing and the collaborative development of new
means of environmental monitoring feature prominently in the discourse of civil society groups –
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in the same way as “participatory research” – involvement in the process of creating satellite tools
is not yet on their agenda.
This question of widening usage is in fact the focus of the research surveys conducted to date.
After examining the part played by the satellite viewpoint, not only in ways of managing evidence
and in early warning and risk management systems, but also in political constructs of
environments and territories10, attention has to be paid to the contexts in which action is taken or
decisions made and to the collective cognitive processes in which satellite tools are involved.
Achieving the right distance from the agitation produced by extreme events on the one hand and
the production of results from scientific observations on the other – such as those that regularly
contribute to the IPCC assessment reports11 – means delineating appropriate survey areas in
order to document three issues that are all too often considered separately at present:
1. How do those concerned try to represent a global risk on the scale of a given local area,
or a risk for which there are international assessment standards (climate, biodiversity,
natural risks or identified technological risks), even – and especially – when the risk has
no precedent in the local area in question?
2. What is the part played by use conflicts and negotiating arenas in the mobilisation of
instruments – and how do those instruments feedback into computing and metrology
spheres?
3. How are forms of vulnerability grasped, and especially the many patterns of
interdependence between natural environments, technological systems and life forms, of
which the coastal zones are prime examples?
Although the “integrated management” concept, which began to take hold with Agenda 21
implementation in the wake of the 1992 Rio Summit, has become highly developed for coastal
zones in particular, there are few links in practice between the different management and
planning zones – if only in the way in which protected areas are designed on the one hand
(Natura 2000, nature parks, marine protected areas, etc.) and risk prevention plans on the other
(PPRN, PPRI, PAPI, PPRT, PPRSM, PPRL, etc.). Multiple-risk zones are a particularly complex
problem for those involved in their “governance”, since they require coordination between
overlapping spheres of competence and sometimes force incompatible strategies onto a collision
course12. This is particularly the case when systems linked to large-scale industrial activities have
to work within constraints arising from heterogeneous environments and their transformation –
as in the now paradigmatic case of nuclear power plants in coastal zones13. It might be assumed,
for this very reason, that in the production of research upstream from these systems, integration
of the different plans would be particularly finely tuned and accountable. The following extract
from a recent report on adaptation to climate change shows that despite the public discourse on
the systemic aspects of the processes concerned, this assumption cannot be taken for granted:
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Nor did we attempt to document various technological issues that would have required
additional fields of competence we could not easily draw upon at this stage. One example is the
case of the constraints that would arise for urban development in the event of significant global
warming. Another very notable example is the analysis of climate change impacts on the
different energy production sectors in Aquitaine: hydro-electrical power – which relies on the
replenishment of dam reservoirs –, trends in windpower, wood and biofuel resources, nuclear
power plant operation in response to rising waters in the Gironde (Blayais plant) or to cooling
problems during heat waves or droughts (Golfech plant).14

It is true that the relationships between climate and nuclear energy are complex: alerts and
controversies feed into each other and, by creating tensions over the priorities to be given to
problems - and to solutions - they sometimes cause divisions among environmental activists15.
Regarding coastal zones, an examination of the literature shows that, because of their territorial,
economic and demographic importance, they have been the subject of numerous investigations
involving a succession of geographers, oceanographers, hydrologists, ecologists, biologists and
climatologists, as well as lawyers, anthropologists, economists, historians and others. The
knowledge produced by all these disciplines is feeding into multi-actor systems which are
increasingly producing themselves many problems of governance. With directives and major
programmes on the one hand and project-driven funding on the other, not to mention
consultation mechanisms between elected officials, administrative departments, research
laboratories, professional unions and civil society groups, the players involved spend most of
their time co-managing a whole battery of collective and institutional arrangements. In this
context, the main precedents are used as justification for constantly bringing in all kinds of
spokespersons and experts. It may be that satellite instruments will gradually penetrate these
acronym-saturated spheres without any particular friction or tension, as occurred with the
development of digital networks16.
This means we need to shift our focus to get a better grasp of the processes at work on the
ground and within organisations. Therefore, in our survey plan, the more formal types of
mediation of public coastal management were initially put on the back burner to enable us to
concentrate on points of convergence or friction between the production of models and data by
satellite instruments and the different kinds of experience of those actually in contact with the
milieux concerned. The idea is to move away from the binary view in which formal knowledge
and local knowledge are opposite poles, in order to discern the new cognitive patterns that
emerge from actual practice. To do so, we chose two coastal zones with enough common
characteristics to support comparisons and cross-learning. The Gironde Estuary and the
industrial zone in Dunkirk are both exposed to multiple risks - natural, technological and climatic
- and both have at least one nuclear power plant.
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Satellite data in metrological controversies
On 16 October 2013, the weekly Le Marin published a news item on the first ever conviction for
marine pollution detected by satellite entitled "Première condamnation pour une pollution maritime repérée
par satellite". A fine of over £20 000 was imposed for the illegal release of palm oil, less than 12
nautical miles from the coast, by a chemical tanker pumping out its tanks, on the sole basis of
satellite images produced by the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA). EMSA had
“detection capability on board a European Space Agency satellite, deployed under the
CleanSeaNet programme”. The verdict was particularly welcomed as an opportunity for
“[reopening] the debate on dedicated maritime surveillance satellites, which require substantial
initial investment but could yield results.”

Figure 5.1 The compromising track decoded on the EMSA site: This composite picture shows, on the left, a
satellite radar image with the location, marked in red, of detected oil on the sea surface The shape of the spill indicates a
possible trailing slick of oily waste from an underway vessel. On the right, AIS vessel track information from
SafeSeaNet identifies the tanker as Maersk Kiera’ (“Oil spill detection examples: Maersk Kiera. February 2012”,
EMSA, 16 October 2013)

While the question of the acceptability of satellite images as evidence has not yet been fully
resolved in the legal arena, the use of satellite data or observations in the follow-up to shipping
accidents and incidents is not new. Satellites had already been used to track the oil spills from the
Erika (1999), the Prestige (2002-2003) and the Deep Water Horizon explosion (2010), as well as
during extreme meteorological events such as hurricanes Katrina and Xynthia17.
This type of incident highlights the growing importance of satellite data in the treatment of
events or litigation. Should the trend become clearer, the satellite view from space would then
play a dual role, at once as a fact-producing operator and an epistemic authority, embodying an
objectiveness that would be detached, a priori, from conflicting parties on the ground; satellite
evidence would then have to be accepted by all concerned, in the same way as any other means
of proof in general use18. Nevertheless, prior agreement on factuality in no way implies that
interpretations must converge. Drawing up a full register of the uses of satellite data in the
17
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development of calculations, maps, measurements and tracking is beyond the scope of this
chapter, but as demonstrated by the cascade of publications and responses on global warming,
the stream of data is not going to abate, and there will inevitably be consequences for disputes
involving epistemology and metrology.
As an initial approach, we need to consider two opposing epistemologies: in the first, the
world can be calculated, or rather, made calculable – as when criteria for ecosystem resilience and
vulnerability are defined19; in the second, there is an unbridgeable gap between what is
represented or measured and the actual phenomena, with measurements and their interpretation
remaining a matter of conjecture and clues. In the first case, the data summarise and homogenise
the phenomena observed while in the second case they are “indicative” and used to support an
interpretation that will determine their meaning and scope. Examining the role played by satellite
output in the cross-referencing and comparison systems used by those seeking an objective point
of view20 can open up a third and more pragmatic line of investigation, in which only knowledge
of the milieu can make the data meaningful. Rather, to avoid being forced into a form of
relativism, we could say that the value of the data depends above all on the process of linking
different kinds of experience to metrology spheres.
At this point in our argument, a number of questions arise from the point of view of the
pragmatic sociology of collective processes: in which contexts of action or argumentation will
satellite data become a core component in the processes used by those concerned, and in which
contexts will this raise problems or lead to opposition? Are the methods used to build up satellite
data always transparent, in other words seen without being seen (i.e. noticed) (which is what
exploratory research tended to establish), or are correlative guarantees of authenticity required?
When the data production chain appears in statements and discussions, how much of the
expertise of those involved in the space sector is actually visible and intelligible?21 At this stage in
our research survey, it is not possible to give a definitive answer to these questions, whose main
purpose is to enable us to gradually interpret field observations.

Preparing for extreme cases: an arsenal of tools and systems steeped in intractable problems
and milieux
Lack of space sometimes justifies a pithy aphorism: there is no longer such a thing as a natural
disaster. Any disaster, from the moment it is first mentioned, not only becomes part of a long
process of social construction22, but also becomes embroiled in multiple injunctions and
mechanisms for adaptation and “preparedness”. This focuses critical attention, before and after
the event, on measures and arrangements, scenarios and forecasts. Work on disaster
preparedness is assessed against both available precedents and different types of uncertainty, or
even ignorance that have been investigated previously by the players concerned23. And the chain
of responsibility increasingly includes both data producers and data users, as demonstrated in the
19
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case of Xynthia24. As Homer-Dixon points out, disasters result from a convergence of shocks or
trials undergone by a dispositif, with the sequence of events and reactions creating a combination
of circumstances that defies any attempt at forecasting25. This corresponds to the definition of a
disaster as a singular event that reveals, but only in its aftermath, a point or points where a
dynamic non-linear system has broken down “[In a non-linear system] we’re certain to make wrong
predictions if we just extrapolate from current trends” (p. 29)].
Preparedness builds up as a cyclical process driven and nourished by successive disasters.
During the event, information circulates with difficulty but a learning process then begins to take
shape among the people and groups involved but also among institutions and all those who see it
as an appropriate testing situation26. But the lessons need to be worked on both individually and
collectively to remedy the lack of follow-up or action from those involved as time goes on. It is
this learning process that may be the key to a system’s long-term resistance to exceptional
events27. At the same time, notable events and extreme shocks could play a role in masking or
blunting the importance of more chronic damage or degradation, by relegating it into the wings.
As pointed out, in an interview in Dunkirk with a respondent with a particular interest in Seveso
sites, the AZF accident (in Toulouse, 2001) certainly boosted attention to chemical industrial
risks, but it brought the risk of explosion to centre stage to the detriment of more gradual and
insidious forms of pollution.

Coastlines in the balance: coastal mapping caught between two different sociotechnical systems
Hurricane Xynthia is unanimously described as a “turning point” that reframed what was
previously taken for granted in France, a wake-up call that destroyed our confidence that events
could be controlled on the basis of historical statistics whose extrapolation was deemed sufficient
to prevent flood risks. The various prevention plans for inland and coastal flooding risks were
then updated, creating an opportunity to assess the role of satellites in their development.
However, on the administrative side, which manages the risk regulation framework, satellites are
to all intents and purposes non-existent: zoning is based on existing IGN (French geographic
institute) maps, airborne LIDAR measurements, topographic field surveys or estimations made
by specialised organisations, often the BRGM. In short, the system, however well managed by
the players concerned, is not considered to fit the bill, because it is not scaled to cadastral level or
because it is not, or not yet, compatible with prevailing formats in the contracts drawn up around
older technologies. Maps, used as a traditional visual tool, are still strategically important to
virtually all the players interviewed, who never mention satellite contributions to their
production. During the interviews, questions about map uses often gave rise to a series of
detailed descriptions of parts of a territory or of risk zones, revealing various routine uses, but for
which satellite data only marginally came into the picture. This was the case with the Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) used around the Bay of Arcachon.
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Geomorphologist: it’s useful for some things, but I’m not totally convinced because in the end, the pixel
size, well, where exactly do you put the coastline? Pinpointing the position of the coastline, the effects of
erosion, parts that might be at risk of coastal flooding etc., is really important, and it didn’t look like the
most detailed analysis to me. Especially as some kind of LIDAR consortium was being set up with
colleagues of […] at that time, and it’s a tool that suits our needs much better. However I’m not saying that
remote sensing isn’t of any use. Remote sensing can be useful for very dynamic sites where the margin of
error isn’t such an important criterion, because it can easily capture some phenomena, and the advantage is
that the satellite passes over quite frequently, while LIDAR […] isn’t as regular as the satellites. At the
moment we’re looking at two-year intervals.
Interviewers: Really!
Geomorphologist: There’s one site where it’s more like every year, but it’s not going to get any better. […]
you have to get hold of funding every time, so two years isn’t too bad really, because there wouldn’t be any
point it having a LIDAR pass every month.
(Dunkirk interview, October 2013)

Although the trend is not tangible to all those concerned, the usefulness of satellite data is
gradually trickling down. All the respondents agreed that they are becoming cheaper and more
and more accurate. But one of the criticisms that emerged from the surveys concerns their lack
of flexibility. Once calibrated and launched, remote sensing instruments cannot really be
improved on (except possibly on the data processing side), unlike airborne campaigns for which
planes can be redirected or equipment changed, and over which the client has more control.
According to our interviewees, airborne LIDAR campaigns are “more accurate, more flexible”,
with agreements and partnerships making it easier for researchers, government agencies and
analysts to commission campaigns. On the other hand, most of the people we interviewed
pointed out the potential advantages of satellite campaigns: regular revisit capability and
economies of scale that ensure returns on investments in costly equipment. Among the
researchers interviewed in the Dunkirk and Bordeaux areas, the idea that quality is constantly
improving opens up prospects for numerous applications and better pooling of results and
resources, a point that project developers still find it difficult to get across to managers and
funding agencies: the supply of data through data-sharing systems is more dynamic, which
ensures wider data circulation and more input to improve protocols and uses28. This collaborative
approach is still confined to the largest research organisations and although satellite data, over
time, should provide more effective input for ground data analyses (SHOM, LIDAR,
topography), their uptake in daily routines will require the development of a network of
mediators and data processing experts and their integration into the digital tool loop (GPS,
Smartphones, GIS). At present, most people make do with free access images, because of costs,
delivery times and intellectual property issues.
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Gripping-points for action and criticism in a context of multiple risks
Flood prevention and management have left their mark on the political and economic history
of every area of human habitation or settlement. Over time, the collective organisation of the
memory of a dramatic event produces a body of pragmatic expertise based on a local grasp of
the problem, which may, depending on circumstances, involve scientific data and instruments
even if these are digested into empirical forms of know-how made up of traditions, planning
rules and residual traces29. This is not, particularly in a context of profound transformation of
coastal communities, a matter of idealising these forms of know-how and interpretation, this
capacity for cognitive grasping that is specific to the milieu in question and often denigrated as
irrational belief. Whether the area has some continuity, like the Aquitaine basin, or not, as in
the Dunkirk region (destruction of the city in the Second World War followed by intense
industrial activity and the arrival of new populations), these dispositifs may become “orphans”.
Where the management of inland and coastal flooding is concerned, the loss of wetlands and
their capacities for mitigating runoff is a particularly salient example. Activity zoning
underwent radical changes during the 20th century, with the development of summertime
leisure activities followed by new residential fabric (as in La-Faute-sur-Mer) and agricultural
extension, especially for cereal crops, to the detriment of activities more suited to areas subject
to frequent flooding, not to mention urban growth in industrial or economic activity zones
(such as the port of Dunkirk or Verdon sur mer). The different impacts of the 1953 floods
depending on regions were used to differentiate policies for preventing coastal flooding, as
clearly demonstrated by the difference between the Netherlands Delta Plan, which secures the
region and whose maritime dimension is anchored in people’s minds as well as in practice, and
the French tendency towards institutional forgetfulness.
As risks become increasingly numerous, frequent and chronic, with longer time frames, at least
for action, as reflected in the continual references to sea level rise associated with climate change,
so the players concerned grapple with the complexities encountered and the systems that
produce them. While local authorities seeking to manage their heritage and to cater for the needs
of their communities are still largely dependent on government departments in terms of means
and spheres of competence, the State is likely to address prevention policies through a battery of
indicators on risk-prone zones that do not produce a very detailed picture, in the interests of
promoting a policy based on “everybody pulling together”. All of which results in a series of
injunctions that are either contradictory or considered as such. This is the case with the policy for
financial disengagement of the State even as the burden of responsibility on elected officials
steadily increases (particularly in terms of criminal liability). Individuals, on the other hand, follow
the economic strategies (some of which are fairly recent) of their local areas, dealing on a daily
basis with the effects of inertia and diluted responsibilities, which require them to exercise
restraint with regard to policies for change. Tensions are particularly high when problems and
risks have to be prioritized. This is when maps and images, which produce multiple versions of
the same territory, will make their appearance30. Friction occurs where milieux or dispositifs come
29

Jacques Roux (dir), Etre vigilant. L’opérativité discrète de la société du risque, Manières de Penser, St-Etienne,
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Multiple versions do not only arise from the interplay of local actors and interests, but also from the
distribution, or rather the fragmentation, of administrative areas of competence that is such a frequent cause of local
complaint. While management systems tend to extend both their remit and the areas they cover, they are
nevertheless very much affected by bureaucratic divisions. But administrative units have to grapple not only with
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into contact – as with fishermen on the Gironde River attributing the decline in elver populations
to the cooling systems at the Blayais nuclear power plant, which warm the river water and suck
the elvers into their drums31. Elsewhere, attitudes towards environmental issues are sometimes
described as insensitive or fatalistic32. Following the habit of internalising risk, people will say
“well, there are 15 Seveso plants in Dunkirk already, so why worry about one more…”; in the
Gironde, the trivialisation of the nuclear power plant is compensated by some critiques towards
the wine-growing and agricultural lobbies – including the problems with pesticides and land-use.
While civil society groups often play a role in connecting the many different institutions and
forms of participation by relaying information, alerts and means of pressure, heeded or not
depending on the local history of civil society activity and on the players involved (such as
Sepanso in Aquitaine and Adelfa in the Dunkirk area), activists do not always get involved in the
production and use of the data – which puts the currently somewhat adulated amateurs involved
in “citizens’ science” in a different perspective.
The question of tools and metrology in people’s grasp of issues becomes crucial here. As we
have said, the management frameworks in place tend to promote techniques such as airborne
LIDAR, which prompts technical administrative departments to argue that they have no say as
regards satellites. Institutional operators, on the other hand, are caught between the logic of a
closed system of production of models, tools and data, and open co-construction through
collaborative spheres considered as commons33 - as reflected in the following dialogue from an
interview conducted in Talence (Bordeaux):
Interviewers: all the same, there is a strong tendency among academics to use open science, open data or
open source models, so in fact to favour something that goes against the grain of private data ownership…
Research entrepreneur: and it goes against the grain of what the State is asking us to do as well, which is
value-added research, API [Application Programming Interface] and when they give you 20 million euros
[…] to do added value, well you’re not doing open source! Or else things would have to be organised
differently to get economic returns from an open source model, but things would get positively
schizophrenic between research circles and the public discourse we have in the regions, nationally and even
from Europe: it means “do more research” – getting published, being the best, having as many publications
as possible, and researchers fighting over the best Shanghai rankings – and on the other hand, protecting the
data, creating added value etc., and researchers hear the first discourse all right, but not the second, at least
not where I work […]. There are things you can put in a black box, there’s no problem about saying we use
such and such a satellite image, we wouldn’t go into detail about the routines we use but we can describe the
input data and the quality of the result and say we’re the best; but they don’t like that here, it’s not the way
their minds work.
(Interview, University of Bordeaux, located in Talence campus, June 2013)

Dramatizing interplay and issues through opposition does not give a true picture of actual
practice, which involves many different relationship systems: on the one hand, there are
formalised systems of collaboration between operators who differ in status and size (all with
charters, contracts, protocols, programmes, etc.), and that are articulated in very different ways
between international entities, national bodies and local actors; on the other hand, specialists
31
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associated with research environments (fundamental or applied, public or private) interact with
civil society players (ranging from organized NGOs and local associations to anyone joining in
the debate). All in all, a picture emerges of multiple uses, milieux and resources that produce a
distribution of roles acted out by players whose interests and representations are constantly being
renegotiated (forests, freshwater bodies, protected or unprotected marine areas, farmlands,
geological resources, etc.).

Figure 5.2 Satellite view from googlemap of the Gravelines nuclear plant and fish farm

Casuistry pushed to the limit: can the nuclear sector evolve?
Our field survey is by no means complete, but there is clearly something bizarre about the way
nuclear plants are handled for risk prevention and management purposes. Because “total” and
“separate” are concepts that are inherent to nuclear plants, they are very much defined by the
idea of containment, which is totally opposed to the need for a systemic approach. All nuclear
plants are exempted from general prevention plans, consultation mechanisms and regulations, as
they have their own specific prevention plans and consultation mechanisms (CLI or CLIN).
This being so, local authorities and individuals have to keep moving in and out of these selfcontained systems, when the emphasis, in more general cases – systems that come under
common law, as it were – is very much on the systemic dimension of problems and solutions34. A
power plant may be “opposite”, as on a Médoc hillside or on the Channel coast (the ageing
nuclear power plants at Dungeness are a particularly sensitive issue because although they are
close to the French coast, France has no hold over them35); it will be considered as “separate” in
terms of administrative competence, even though the organisations involved in the nuclear sector
34
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(ASN, IRSN) may, in the administrative premises, be working side by side with members of
central or local government agencies (DREAL, DDTM). In short, what is striking about risk
prevention plans for inland and coastal flooding is their capacity for disregarding the nuclear
zone, over which they have no administrative remit. In the Braud municipality, for example,
which is notoriously at risk of flooding - “right into the school yard”, as pointed out by the local
councillors we met – building levees is simply not an option since the whole area is earmarked as
a buffer zone to protect the city of Bordeaux from flooding (a fact that causes some resentment),
given that the marshlands have lost their “ancestral” buffering and filtering role with the gradual
extension of cereal farming and urbanisation. Risk prevention systems cover all kinds of urban
planning issues and “Seveso” type plants, but both the Gravelines and Blayais plants were
removed from the sphere of negotiations by becoming exceptions to the rule36. And yet, nuclear
zones come up in satellite images all the time.
Sepanso1: In summer they have to shut down the plant because the water in the estuary can warm up to
more than 28 or 29 degrees, and when that happens, they have to shut down the reactors.
Interviewers: Because they add how many degrees?
Sepanso1: I think it’s 5 or 6. You can see the thermal plume clearly on the satellite image
Interviewers: Have you got the image?
Sepanso1: I got it on an American site – I can’t remember the name of the satellite – and I downloaded
images when I was working, you can see the thermal plume from the power plant clearly, well obviously
EDF aren’t going to be talking about it …
Sepanso2: About what?
Sepanso1: Well, that sort of thing.
Sepanso2: Well of course they are, there’s even a Prefect’s order about temperature …
Sepanso1: About the thermal plume?!
Sepanso2: Yes, I think it’s even in the public enquiry files …
Sepanso1: They don’t let the public know about that.
Sepanso2: It was released to the public.
Sepanso1: But those are thermal plumes measured by aircraft, not by satellites.
Sepanso2: Well I’ve seen a lot of things, I don’t know if you remember the report on that public enquiry
about MOX, you can’t honestly say that … OK, it’s maybe a thousand pages long, but… it’s on line, you
can see everything you want to know about the nuclear plant, I was impressed!
(Interview with two Sepanso members, Bordeaux, June 2013)

36
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Figure 5.3 The Blayais nuclear power plant seen from the banks of the Gironde Estuary (November 2013)

Conclusion
One of the working hypotheses put forward in this chapter is that uses of satellites are
gradually trickling down into isolated sites or points in various networks. What we have clearly
observed is a hiatus between institutional precepts on the use of satellites to address
environmental issues and the reality experienced by those grappling with ground constraints,
whose concerns are pragmatic above all. In the gradual process of percolation, the use of satellite
observations could begin to take shape as a system until it eventually becomes self-evident, in the
same way as many digital tools. Satellites will either start to find a place in the constantly evolving
arsenal deployed on the ground by different actors or agencies, in which case promising
configurations will be devised, or they will remain forever on the sidelines as identified but
distant objects that merely supplement other instruments that are found easier to handle in
practice in the organisation of knowledge to support action.
While satellite data and those who produce them have stayed in the wings of the public arena,
the techno-scientific sphere involved in nuclear plants is not really present in the local
negotiations engaged in the milieu. The nuclear plants installed in coastal areas and locally
disrupting their landscape continuity have not, or not yet, been integrated into the most widely
applied protection and prevention systems37. Meanwhile, the White Paper released to the public
in December 2013 by the assembly of local information committees (CLI) for the Channel region
has slightly shifted the enduring tendency to enclose and confine everything nuclear38. But from
this recent development to the organisation, as at Fukushima-Daïchi, of a citizens’ watch on
nuclear sites, complete with instruments that include satellite images and data, there is still a long
way to go.

37 Datar, Rapport français d’application de la Recommandation du Parlement européen et du Conseil du 30 mai 2002 relative à la
mise en œuvre d’une stratégie de gestion intégrée des zones côtières en Europe, 2006.
38 Inter-CLI de la Manche, Le Livre sur la sûreté des installations nucléaires civiles de la Manche « post-Fukushima »,
December 2013.

